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Undoing Coups 2020-09-17 since the beginnings of independence a number of
african nations have been plagued by repeated coup d états within the african
union au there has been a concerted effort to break this cycle through the official
adoption of an anti coup norm by which the au is mandated to suspend a
member state and restore constitutional order following a coup supporters of this
stance see it as strengthening democracy in africa while critics argue that it has
served to prop up existing regimes but there has been little analysis of what the
au s attempts to restore constitutional order have meant for individual african
states in this book antonia witt looks at the legacy of the au s intervention in
madagascar following the 2009 malagasy crisis one of the increasingly relevant
yet under researched cases of non western intervention in africa the book looks
at the ways in which international intervention reconfigured the political order in
madagascar how it facilitated the power struggle within the madagascan elite
and prevented more profound political change it also considers what the example
set by the madagascan intervention means for the wider international order in
africa and the powers attributed to african international actors such as the au
Handbook on Growth and Sustainability 2017-06-30 this handbook
assembles original contributions from influential authors such as herman daly
paul ekins marina fischer kowalski jeroen van den bergh william e rees and tim
jackson who have helped to define our understanding of growth and sustainability
the handbook also presents new contributions on topics such as degrowth the
debt based financial system cultural change energy return on investment shorter
working hours and employment and innovation and technology explorations of
these issues can deepen our understanding of whether growth is sustainable and
in turn whether a move away from growth can be sustained with issues such as
climate change looming large our understanding of growth and sustainability is
critical this handbook offers a broad range of perspectives that can help the
reader to decide growth sustainability both or neither
The Wiley Handbook of Learning Technology 2016-04-25 the wiley
handbook of learning technology is an authoritative and up to date survey of the
fast growing field of learning technology from its foundational theories and
practices to its challenges trends and future developments offers an examination
of learning technology that is equal parts theoretical and practical covering both
the technology of learning and the use of technology in learning individual
chapters tackle timely and controversial subjects such as gaming and simulation
security lifelong learning distance education learning across educational settings
and the research agenda designed to serve as a point of entry for learning
technology novices a comprehensive reference for scholars and researchers and
a practical guide for education and training practitioners includes 29 original and
comprehensively referenced essays written by leading experts in instructional
and educational technology from around the world
Market and Competition Authorities 2015-03-26 market and competition
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authorities operate in a complex environment with conflicting stakeholder
demands balancing the various interests of the authority and stakeholder in an
objective and impartial manner is strategic to achieving the goals of the
legislation imposed in a fresh approach examining the actions of an authority
when a regulation is applied annetje ottow argues the vital importance of the
behaviour of authorities focusing on five fundamental good agency principles
legality independence transparency effectiveness and responsibility or liter these
principles provide agencies and those reviewing their actions with a framework
for agency design and action combining theory and practice to provide insight
into agencies organization and behaviour this book outlines and analyses
behavioural issues using an ecosystemic method addressing how independent
agencies should be assessed and which principles should apply using cases from
the netherlands and the uk ottow examines the key processes of authorities
against the liter principles and opens the debate on how to regulate the agency
The Political Economy of WTO Implementation and China’s Approach to
Litigation in the WTO 2016-01-29 the concept of compliance of world trade
organization wto law as part of international economic law is examined in this
discerning book the issue of compliance is examined through a broad perspective
considering the key conceptual issues which continu
The Donbas Conflict in Ukraine 2021-09-27 this book examines why when the
conflict in eastern ukraine began in 2014 fighting broke out in the donets k region
whereas it did not in kharkiv city despite the city like the donets k region being
geographically proximate to russia and similar in ethnic and linguistic make up
based on extensive original research the book argues that a key factor was the
nature and behaviour of local elites with those in kharkiv having diffuse ties to
the centre and therefore being more capable of adapting to sudden profound
regime change at the centre whereas the elites in the donets k region had much
more concentrated ties to the centre were dependent on one network and
therefore were much less able to cope with change the book thereby
demonstrates how crucial for ukraine are patronal politics patronage networks
and informal centre region relations and that it was these local political
circumstances rather than russia which brought about the conflict
Knowledge and Expertise in International Interventions 2018-02-02 knowledge
about violent conflict and international intervention is political it involves power
struggles over the objects of knowing problematization silencing how they are
known epistemic practices and what interpretations are taken into account in
policymaking and implementation this book unearths the politics power and
performances involved in the social construction of seemingly neutral concepts
such as facts truth and authenticity in knowing about violent conflict and
international intervention contributors foreground problems of physical and social
access to information explore practices generating knowledge actors authority
and legitimacy and analyse struggles over competing policy narratives a first set
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of chapters focuses on the social construction of facts truth and authenticity
through studies of militia research in the dr congo politicians on site visits in
intervention theatres in the balkans and afghanistan and the epistemic practices
of human rights watch and comics journalism a second set of contributions
analyses the strategic side of knowledge through case studies of diplomatic
counterinsurgency in bosnia and herzegovina african governments active role in
the bunkerization of international aid workers and authoritarian peacebuilding as
a challenge to the liberal power knowledge regime in world politics this book was
originally published as a special issue of the journal of intervention and
statebuilding
Encyclopedia of Nordic Crime Fiction 2016-04-27 since the late 1960s the
novels of sjöwall and wahlöö s martin beck detective series along with the works
of henning mankell håkan nesser and stieg larsson have sparked an explosion of
nordic crime fiction grim police procedurals treating urgent sociopolitical issues
affecting the contemporary world steeped in noir techniques and viewpoints
many of these novels are reaching international audiences through film and
television adaptations this reference guide introduces the world of nordic crime
fiction to english speaking readers caught between the demands of conscience
and societal strictures the detectives in these stories like the heroes of norse
mythology know that they and their world must perish but fight on regardless of
cost at a time of bleak eventualities nordic crime fiction interprets the bitter end
as a celebration of the indomitable human spirit
A Critical Public Relations Approach to Crisis Communication and
Management 2022-10-19 this book proposes a critical public relations approach
to analyzing crisis communication with malaysia airlines flight 370 mh370
disappearance 2014 2018 as a case study it examines the discursive process of
malaysia s crisis response and image building tracing malaysia airlines during the
immediate response and the malaysian establishment until the official suspension
of the underwater search the study features a critical discourse analysis of 84
national media texts and 85 response statements focusing on three aspects the
national media representations of malaysia s image the national carrier and the
government s rhetorical strategies of delivering stances and actions and the
dynamic process of image reconstruction and national recovery the present
project contributes to the current research area by integrating both linguistic and
public relations perspectives and more importantly by highlighting the ideological
impact instead of merely behavioral effectiveness in modern communication
research target readers may find their interest in corporate crisis communication
critical inquiry about political public relations and the mh370 incident in general
Free Trade and Social Conflict in Colombia, Peru and Venezuela 2016-08-26
foreign capital and free trade policies have provoked fierce conflicts in south
america in recent years people in colombia and peru engaged in often violent
clashes to defend their livelihoods against the encroachments of the free market
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and the impositions of wall street farmers organized to save their lands from
foreign mining corporations and cities fought to save their water from
contamination native americans blocked highways to preserve ancestral lands
while students paralyzed universities and called for reforms to higher education
the shift toward socialism in venezuela led by president hugo chávez was bitterly
opposed by privileged groups governments tried to quell the turmoil through
repression political maneuvering and propaganda this book provides a dramatic
account of the struggles
The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights 2019-02-14 the african charter
on human and peoples rights achpr is the principle regional human rights treaty
for the african continent adopted in 1981 there is now a significant body of
jurisprudence and interpretation by its african commission on human and peoples
rights and the recently established african court this volume provides a
comprehensive article by article legal analysis of the provisions of the charter as
it draws upon the documents adopted by the african commission including
resolutions case law and concluding observations where relevant case law
adopted by the african court on human and peoples rights and that of other sub
regional courts and tribunals and domestic courts in africa are also incorporated
the book examines not only the substantive rights in the african charter but also
the work of the african commission on human and peoples rights and provides a
full examination of its mandate a critical analysis of each of the provisions of the
achpr is led principally by the jurisprudence and documentation of the african
commission and african court the text also identifies the overall development of
the achpr within the broader regional and international human rights legal arena
Transnational Terrorist Groups and International Criminal Law
2018-07-27 attacks by network based transnational terrorist groups cause on
average 25 000 deaths every year worldwide with the law enforcement agencies
of some states facing many challenges in bringing those responsible to justice
despite various attempts to codify the law on transnational terrorism since the
1930s a crime of transnational terrorism under international law remains
contested reflecting concerns regarding the relative importance of prosecuting
members of transnational terrorist groups before the international criminal court
this book critically examines the limits of international criminal law in bringing
members of transnational terrorist groups to justice in the context of changing
methods of warfare drawing from human rights sociology and best practices in
international criminal justice drawing on organisational network theory anna
marie brennan explores the nature of international crimes and assesses the
potential for the international criminal court to prosecute and investigate alleged
crimes perpetrated by members of transnational terrorist groups paying
particular attention to their modus operandi and organisational structure this
book argues that because of the network based organisational structure of some
transnational terrorist groups achieving justice for victims will prove challenging
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in the context of the relationship between the commanders and the subordinate
members of the group requiring a re evaluation of accountability mechanisms at
the international level in advancing an innovative perspective on the
accountability of members of transnational terrorist groups and in offering
solutions to current challenges the book will be of great interest and use to
academic practitioners and students engaged in the study of terrorism the icc or
international humanitarian law
Rebel Politics 2019-10-15 rebel politics analyzes the changing dynamics of the
civil war in myanmar one of the most entrenched armed conflicts in the world
since 2011 a national peace process has gone hand in hand with escalating
ethnic conflict the karen national union knu previously known for its
uncompromising stance against the central government of myanmar became a
leader in the peace process after it signed a ceasefire in 2012 meanwhile the
kachin independence organization kio returned to the trenches in 2011 after its
own seventeen year long ceasefire broke down to understand these puzzling
changes brenner conducted ethnographic fieldwork among the knu and kio
analyzing the relations between rebel leaders their rank and file and local
communities in the context of wider political and geopolitical transformations
drawing on political sociology rebel politics explains how revolutionary elites
capture and lose legitimacy within their own movements and how these internal
contestations drive the strategies of rebellion in unforeseen ways brenner
presents a novel perspective that contributes to our understanding of
contemporary politics in southeast asia and to the study of conflict peace and
security by highlighting the hidden social dynamics and everyday practices of
political violence ethnic conflict rebel governance and borderland politics
Treatise on International Criminal Law 2016 since the adoption of the rome
statute of the international criminal court in 1998 international criminal law has
rapidly grown in importance this third volume offers a comprehensive analysis of
the procedures and implementation of international law by international criminal
tribunals and the international criminal court through analysis of the framework
of international criminal procedure the author considers each stage in the process
of proceedings before the icc including the role of legal participants the scope of
jurisdiction and the enforcement of sentences
Islamic Sermons and Public Piety in Bangladesh 2020-05-14 islamic sermon
gatherings are a central form of public piety and public expression in
contemporary bangladesh held since the 19th century waz mahfils became so
popular that it is today possible to participate in them on a daily basis in many
regions of the country despite their significance in the rise of popular politics the
sermons are often disregarded as islamist propaganda and very little research is
dedicated to them this book provides unprecedented access into these sermon
gatherings based on fieldwork and interviews max stille analyses an archive of
several dozens of sermons he shows how popular preaching shapes roles and
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rules of what can be said imagined and felt waz mahfils are a participatory
practice of the labouring classes in which religious political and poetic consensus
overlap in them islamic tenets and morals are part of dramatic narrations vocal
art and affective communication ranging from immersion and upheaval to
laughter about political jokes and parody suggesting new ways to interpret
musical and performative poetics of islamic speech this book calls for expanding
conceptions of civic participation and public discourse and rethinking the role of
the senses and religious aesthetics in islam
International Criminal Tribunals and Human Rights Law 2016-04-13 this book
addresses the interpretation and application of human rights norms by
international criminal tribunals icts such tribunals are widely heralded as human
rights defenders at the same time however they employ activities that necessary
entail the risk of human rights violations they conduct criminal investigations
arrest and detain individuals and put them on trial this book investigates this flip
side of the icts relationship with international human rights law and focuses on
the icts own interpretation and application of human rights norms first the book
addresses whether and how icts are bound by human rights law since unlike
states they do not sign or ratify human rights conventions second the book
provides an in depth analysis of the way in which icts interpret and apply human
rights norms compared to the way in which these norms are interpreted in a
traditional state context relying on the unique circumstances in which they
operate icts have often deviated from generally accepted interpretations of
human rights the author critically examines this so called contextual approach
and seeks to recommend ways in which icts can improve their interpretative
practice by giving due regard to the context in which they operate while still
providing adequate human rights protection addressing the icts possible leeway
in terms of contextualization this book contributes to the broader debates about
adherence to human rights norms in international law krit zeegers is an associate
at allen overy llp amsterdam and previously worked as a researcher junior
lecturer at the university of amsterdam
Challenges, Performances and Tendencies in Organisation Management 2016
international management and cultural diversity sustainable development and
business sustainability university governance and management knowledge based
organization intellectual capital information and management documents
entrepreneurship social enterprise and smes leadership and human resources
management management of change innovation and quality
Boris Johnson 2020-10-15 guardian literary highlights of 2020 sunday times
books to watch out for in 2020 new statesman books to read in 2020 evening
standard thirteen titles to look for in 2020 as divisive as he is beguiling as
misunderstood as he is scrutinised boris johnson is a singular figure many of us
think we know his story well his ruthless ambition was evident from his insistence
as a three year old that he would one day be world king eton and oxford prepared
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him well for a frantic career straddling the dog eat dog worlds of journalism and
politics his transformation from bumbling stooge on have i got new for you to a
triumphant mayor of london was overshadowed only by his colourful personal life
brimming with affairs scandals and transgressions his ascent to number 10 in the
wake of the acrimonious era defining brexit referendum would prove to be only
the first act in an epic drama that saw him play both hero and villain from
proroguing parliament to his controversial leadership of the covid 19 crisis all
against the backdrop of divorce marriage the birth of his sixth child revolts
among tory mps and the countdown to brexit yet despite his celebrity decades of
media scrutiny the endless vitriol of his critics and the enduring adoration of his
supporters there is so much we ve never understood about boris until now
previous biographies have either dismissed him as a lazy deceitful opportunist or
been transfixed by his charm wit and drive both approaches fall short and so
many questions about boris remain unanswered what seismic events of his
childhood have evaded scrutiny how has he so consistently defied the odds
proved his critics wrong and got away with increasingly reckless gambles what
were his real achievements and failures as mayor of london what was really going
on during his time as foreign secretary and why did he write two articles for the
telegraph one in favour of leave and the other for remain how have the women in
his life exerted more influence than any of us realise and why is his story
ultimately one overshadowed by family secrets based on a wealth of new
interviews and research this is the deepest most rounded and most
comprehensive portrait to date of the man the mind the politics the affairs the
family of a loner a lover a leader revelatory unsettling and compulsively readable
it is the most timely and indispensable book yet from britain s leading
investigative biographer
The Glass Cliff 2024-03-07 every current and aspiring leader needs to read this
book helen tupper sarah ellis sunday times bestselling authors of the squiggly
career and you coach you clever brilliantly researched and vitally important dawn
o porter bestselling author of the cows and cat lady the glass cliff is a
conversation about what happens when women break the rules and break
through the glass ceiling have you ever wondered why there are so few success
stories of women in business leadership or maybe you ve wondered what life is
really like on the other side of the glass ceiling the world of work is supposedly
changing embracing diversity yet are the opportunities we re giving to women
really equal to those of men drawing on almost 20 years of research from around
the world the glass cliff phenomenon whereby women are often only hired in
leadership roles when a business is already underperforming meaning their
chances of success are limited before they ever even start in the role is well
established but little known until now this is the story of the glass cliff a story of a
structural inequality disguising itself as the personal failures of women when
sophie williams gave her viral ted talk on the subject she was subsequently
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flooded with accounts of confident accomplished women who had taken what
seemed like a dream leadership role only to quickly find themselves in a waking
nightmare without the language to describe their experiences they had been left
blaming themselves but learning about the glass cliff enabled them to reframe
and reexamine what they d gone through once we understand the glass cliff once
we can stand together and face it head first we can start to unravel so many
other false narratives about women s leadership experiences that just don t make
sense without it by understanding the phenomenon and by telling one another
about it we can affect the conversation empower one another to overcome
societal bias and ultimately change the world of work for women forever
Managing Crises, Making Peace 2015-04-14 in the face of emerging new
threats the eu s capacity to build a distinctive role in crisis management remains
problematic analysing eu policies and actions this collection sheds light on the eu
s role in managing crises and peacekeeping exploring avenues for a strategic eu
vision for security and defense
The Kurdish Question Revisited 2017 the kurds once marginal in the study of
the middle east and secondary in its international relations have moved to center
stage in recent years in turkey where the kurdish question is an issue of national
significance and in iraq where the gains made by the kurdistan regional
governmenthave allowed it to impose its authority moves are afoot to solve the
kurdish question once and for all in syria where the kurds have borne the brunt of
the islamic state s onslaught as they defended their three self declared cantons
of afrin kobane and cezire and in iran where they struggleto express their cultural
distinctiveness and suffer disproportionately at the hands of the islamic republic s
security and intelligence services the picture is less positive yet the situations in
both countries remain in flux affected by developments in iraq and turkey in a
manner that suggestswe may have to revise the notion of the kurds being forever
divided by the boundaries of the middle east and subsumed into the state
projects of other nations the contributors to the kurdish question revisited offer
insights into how this once seemingly intractable immutable phenomenon is
being transformed amid the new political realities of the middle east
From Empty to Full 2017-05-23 are you tired of being empty do you want to be
free from this condition once and for all from empty to full is a powerful testimony
of how life shifted out of emptiness brokenness sickness and sadness and into
fullness as you look inside the windows of this story take a glimpse into the
goodness of god as you are shown exactly how he removes empty places and
replaces them with his fullness everyone can enter into all the fullness of god
through the development of an intimate prayer life by acknowledging and
practicing his word and using the life giving help that he provides from these
sources that will help you to be full and stay full taking these steps seriously will
stimulate your faith and unleash the power of the holy spirit to illuminate god s
love mercy compassion and grace in your life god s desire is for you to receive
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healing and deliverance that will cause the empty corners in your heart past and
life to fade away and be filled purpose to walk through the road of life s battles
and realize that there is freedom and fullness in jesus god s victory and best for
every area of life is available physically emotionally or spiritually there is a way
for all to be full and it will cause you to veer out of darkness and into light this
new found fullness of god will run off sin depression sickness defeat and the
many hindrances that have been holding you back from a life of happiness and
fulfillment it is time to give god your emptiness and let him fill and launch you to
the next level are you ready to let god heal your emptiness and pour into you
with his full healing grace
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Unreal Engine Games 2017-01-19 established as one
of the main sources for the study of the rome statute of the international criminal
court this volume provides an article by article analysis of the statute the detailed
analysis draws upon relevant case law from the court itself as well as from other
international and national criminal tribunals academic commentary and related
instruments such as the elements of crimes the rules of procedure and evidence
and the relationship agreement with the united nations each of the 128 articles is
accompanied by an overview of the drafting history as well as a bibliography of
academic literature relevant to the provision written by a single author the
commentary avoids duplication and inconsistency providing a comprehensive
presentation to assist those who must understand interpret and apply the
complex provisions of the rome statute this volume has been well received in the
academic community and has become a trusted reference for those who work at
the court even judges the fully updated second edition of the international
criminal court incorporates new developments in the law including discussions of
recent judicial activity and the amendments to the rome statute adopted at the
kampala conference
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Nonlinear Narrative Films 2019-09-26 this
book provides an in depth analysis of eu tunisia negotiations during the last three
decades to understand what joint ownership means in euro mediterranean
relations the principle of joint ownership often figures in the eu s public discourse
of the eu and other international actors yet it has been scarcely conceptualised
and there is little research on which factors determine its presence or lack
thereof the book contributes to its definition highlighting its evolving nature and
intersubjective dimension the author further explains how bargaining rules
practices and procedures affect joint ownership by constraining or empowering
actors and shaping their expectations about which options they perceive are
possible during the negotiations negotiation analysis proves useful for showing
how and to what extent the interests of both sides eventually feature in euro
mediterranean agreements and enables scholars to bring back third countries
agency and perceptions into the study of the eu s external relations
Focus On: 100 Most Popular 2010s Adventure Films 2017-05-30 the indistinct
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status of the zainichi has meant that since the late 1940s two ethnic korean
associations the chongryun pro north and the mindan pro south have been vying
for political loyalty from the zainichi with both groups initially opposing their
assimilation in japan unlike the korean diasporas living in russia china or the us
the zainichi have become sharply divided along political lines as a result myung
ja kim examines japan s changing national policies towards the zainichi in order
to understand why this group has not been fully integrated into japan through the
prism of this ethnically korean community the book reveals the dynamics of
alliances and alignments in east asia including the rise of china as an economic
superpower the security threat posed by north korea and the diminishing alliance
between japan and the us taking a post war historical perspective the research
reveals why the zainichi are vital to japan s state policy revisionist aims to
increase its power internationally and how they were used to increase the
country s geopolitical leverage with a focus on international relations this book
provides an important analysis of the mechanisms that lie behind nation building
policy showing the conditions controlling a host state s treatment of diasporic
groups
The International Criminal Court 2018-11-29 situated at the crossroads of
performance practice museology and cultural studies live arts curation has grown
in recent years to become a vibrant interdisciplinary project and a genuine global
phenomenon curating live arts brings together bold and innovative essays from
an international group of theorist practitioners to pose vital questions propose
future visions and survey the landscape of this rapidly evolving discipline
reflecting the field s characteristic eclecticism the writings assembled here offer
practical and insightful investigations into the curation of theatre dance sound art
music and other performance forms not only in museums but in community site
specific and time based contexts placing it at the forefront of contemporary
dialogue and discourse
Joint Ownership in EU-Tunisia Relations 2020-07-22 from the future of work to the
nature of our closest relationships how do we understand the links between our
personal troubles and wider public issues in society today now into its fourth
edition public sociology continues to highlight the relevance of a grounded
sociological perspective to australian social life as well as encouraging students
to apply a sociological gaze to their own lives and the communities in which they
live public sociology presents a wide range of topics in a user friendly and
accessible way introducing key theories and research methods and exploring
core themes including youth families and intimate relationships class and
inequality and race and ethnic relations all chapters have been extensively
revised to bring them up to date in a fast changing social world reflecting the
latest sociological debates in response to changing lifestyles and evolving
political landscapes in addition to updated statistics and research findings an
expanded glossary and the latest citations to the scholarly literature the text
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features a completely new chapter on gender and sexualities with expanded
discussion of lgbtiq this new edition also explores contemporary issues ranging
from the metoo movement to marriage equality fake news and alt facts this is the
essential sociological reference to help students make sense of a complex and
challenging world new to the fourth edition a new chapter on gender and
sexualities and expanded discussion of intersectionality exploration of the latest
social issues including metoo rising inequality and the post truth age all chapters
thoroughly revised and updated with the latest research updated book website
with extra readings youtube clips and case studies a new feature visual sociology
helps the reader analyse the power of visual messaging with a firm base in the
richest traditions of the discipline and with a remarkably approachable format
this book offers an excellent introduction to a wide array of sociology s concerns
making it suitable for all australian social science undergraduates gary wickham
emeritus professor of sociology murdoch university a sophisticated yet accessible
introduction to social identities differences and inequalities and social
transformations jo lindsay professor in sociology monash university sweeping and
lucid communicates with ease and simplicity toni makkai emeritus professor
college of arts and social sciences australian national university
The Korean Diaspora in Post War Japan 2015-02-05 this book arrives at a
very significant time throughout europe not only is the european union currently
facing a prolonged economic and social crisis with nascent political consequences
such as the ascension of populist parties in the 2014 european elections but also
its eastern neighbourhood is confronted with the growing hostility of an assertive
russia opposing any new advance of the west towards its frontiers bringing
together experts in fields such as international relations political science political
sociology diplomacy security studies and european studies with robust academic
and professional backgrounds and expertise with regard to the region this volume
explores this significant window of opportunity and will undoubtedly appeal to a
global audience the considerable diversity of approaches and styles here allows a
multidimensional diagnosis and analysis of present day eastern europe this
volume defines a series of major regional opportunities vulnerabilities and
dilemmas and explores the complex perspectives of the new eastern europe
located between the european union and russia under its current name of the eu
s eastern neighbourhood along with the tensions and challenges of a possible
second cold war
Curating Live Arts 2017-07-15 the world s first independent black republic haiti
was forged in the fire of history s only successful slave revolution yet more than
two hundred years later the full promise of that revolution a free country and a
free people remains unfulfilled home for more than a decade to one of the world s
largest un peacekeeping forces haiti s tumultuous political culture buffeted by
coups and armed political partisans combined with economic inequality and
environmental degradation to create immense difficulties even before the
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devastating 2010 earthquake killed tens of thousands of people this grim tale
however is not the whole story in this moving and detailed history michael
deibert who has spent two decades reporting on haiti chronicles the heroic
struggles of haitians to build their longed for country in the face of overwhelming
odds based on hundreds of interviews with haitian political leaders international
diplomats peasant advocates and gang leaders as well as ordinary haitians
deibert s book provides a vivid complex and challenging analysis of haiti s recent
history
Public Sociology 2015-04-29 this unique collection brings a rarely seen
indigenous and global perspective to the study of gender and psychology within
these chapters researchers who live and work in the countries and cultures they
study examine gender based norms values expression and relations across
diverse western and non western societies familiar as well as less covered
locations and topics are analyzed including china new zealand israel turkey
central america the experience of refugees and gendered health inequities across
africa such as in the treatment of persons with hiv included too are examples of
culturally appropriate interventions to address disparities and data on the extent
to which these steps toward equality are working structurally the volume is
divided into three sections the first two parts of the book take readers on a
journey to different regions of the world to illustrate the most recent trends in
research concerning gender issues and then outline present implications and
future prospects for the psychological analysis of both gender culture the third
section of the book has an applied perspective and focuses on the cultural norms
and values reinforcing gender equality as well as cultural and social barriers to
them a sampling of the topics covered sexual orientation across culture and time
a broader conceptualization of sexism in poland an analysis of gender roles within
the family in switzerland modern day dowries in south asian international
arranged marriages the current state of gender equality in the united states of
america socio cultural determinants of gender disparity in ghana psychology of
gender through the lens of culture is a milestone toward core human rights and
goals worldwide and a critical resource for psychologists sociologists
anthropologists gender studies researchers public policy makers and all those
interested in promoting gender equality throughout the world
The European Union’s Eastern Neighbourhood Today 2020-07-16 this book
discusses land and housing controversies in hong kong which offer a point of
reference for the comparison and analysis of similar or contrasting cases
overseas from the perspective of social values it enhances readers understanding
of the social values philosophical and theoretical issues that underpin land and
housing controversies as well as their policy implications the discussion in each
chapter goes beyond mere substantive and contextual analysis and is explicitly
positioned and theorized within the broader context of social values with a
theoretical and philosophical framework for assessing the issue concerned the
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book is interdisciplinary in nature with each chapter integrating two or more
disciplines to examine various controversial land and housing issues
Haiti Will Not Perish 2015-05-15 in recent years corpora have found their way
into language instruction albeit often indirectly through their role in syllabus and
course design and in the production of teaching materials and other resources an
alternative and more innovative use is for teachers and students alike to explore
corpus data directly as part of the learning process this volume addresses this
latter application of corpora by providing research insights firmly based in the
classroom context and reporting on several state of the art projects around the
world where learners have direct access to corpus resources and tools and utilize
them to improve their control of the language systems and skills or their
professional expertise as translators its aim is to present recent advances in data
driven learning addressing issues involving different types of corpora for different
learner profiles in different ways for different purposes and using a variety of
different research methodologies and perspectives
Psychology of Gender Through the Lens of Culture 2015 the international
criminal court has significantly grown in importance and impact over the decade
of its existence this book assesses its impact providing a comprehensive
overview of its practice it shows how the court has contributed to major
developments in international criminal law and identifies the ways in which it is in
need of reform
Land and Housing Controversies in Hong Kong 2017-11-30 aimed at
undergraduates this is the first textbook to offer a full introduction to sustainable
management covering all subject areas relevant to business students the book
includes chapters and seminars on subjects such as corporate sustainable
strategy sustainable marketing sustainability reporting supply chain management
human resources management supporting sustainable business environmental
economics sustainable operations management greenhouse gas management
and system thinking in sustainable management the book contains nearly 30
ready made seminars employing various teaching methods each chapter follows
the same easy to use format this book provides a true treasure chest of materials
to support staff wanting to integrate sustainability into their teaching and
provides support to effectively embed sustainability in the curriculum the
chapters also offer a starting point in developing teaching units for masters and
mba students the material is not just useful to people in business schools but to
those involved in wider scale curriculum change and those looking to make links
between different disciplines
Multiple Affordances of Language Corpora for Data-driven Learning
2016-03-03 over the period december 2011 july 2013 a tidal wave of mass
protests swept through the russian capital and engulfed scores of cities and
regions civil society it appeared had at last woken up this fascinating book
examines the rise and fall of the non systemic opposition and the role of the
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systemic political opposition during this turbulent period leading experts in the
field from russia along with scholars from the uk and the us reflect on the
conditions that have made large scale protests possible the types of people who
have taken part and the goals of the opposition movement at both the national
and regional levels contributors discuss what steps the regime has taken in
response to this challenge and examine the relationship between the systemic
and non systemic opposition and what potential exists for the creation of a broad
based opposition coalition the role of the expanding russian middle class is
discussed along with contemporary developments among the russian left against
the backdrop of the global economic crisis the political social and ethnic
dimensions of the protest movement are also examined at both the national and
regional levels in this truly comprehensive study of the rebirth of civil society in
modern russia
The Law and Practice of the International Criminal Court 2016-07-27
employment relations much discussed in other industries has often been
neglected in professional sports despite its unique characteristics the book aims
to explore in detail the unique nature of the employment relationship in
professional sports and the sport industry
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Shooting Guards
The Business Student's Guide to Sustainable Management
Systemic and Non-Systemic Opposition in the Russian Federation
Research Handbook of Employment Relations in Sport
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